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Bugakova N., Karelina Е., Kirova I.
Independent work of a student: its forms and evolution
The authors share the experience of organizing the students' independent work as an interactive form of education in the process of forming professional competencies, managerial skills and intellectual culture of a modern student
Keywords: types and interactive forms of independent work of students; formation of skills of self-education and self-development; interdisciplinary project approach

Mychko E., Blazhenko А.
The research competence of the teacher in the paradigm modern education
Modern changes in the education system are analyzed. And as a result, the feasibility of developing a teacher's research competence to solve actual pedagogical problems is considered
Keywords: professional standard; national teacher growth system; research activities; pedagogical research competence

Kolesnichenko E., Radyukova Ya., Trufanova T.
Improvement of the personnel development system organizations based on requirements professional standards
The article is devoted to the development of personnel development directions of one of the largest telecommunications companies in the region. The development of personnel helps the organization to achieve a higher quality of accomplishment of set tasks, as well as increase in productivity growth and competitiveness. Therefore, employers should promote the personal and professional development of each employee of the company. To provide professional training in the system of staff development, the authors developed a "road map", which consists of five stages: the creation of a working group; development and approval of a work plan for the implementation of professional standards in the organization; implementation of activities approved by the plan for the implementation of professional standards, which consists of eight steps; summing up the work of the working group; development and approval of a work plan based on the results of the introduction of professional standards. In accordance with the road map, the authors have studied the professional standards of "cableman-spajshchik" and "specialist in personnel management". An analysis was carried out of the skills of ten people who hold the position of a cable driver in the company in accordance with the qualification requirements prescribed in the professional standard "cable driver", and four people holding the positions of HR-business partner, the head of the line and the leading specialist for compliance with qualification requirement, prescribed in the professional standard "specialist in personnel management." As a result, violations of the requirements of professional standards in terms of compliance with the education of the position were revealed. As a result, it is recommended to send employees who hold the position of a cable man-bonder to get an education in a university, a college so that they can correspond to the position held; employees of the personnel management department must be sent to refresher courses and refresher courses for updating existing knowledge, or for acquiring new ones
Keywords: personnel management, personnel development, professional standards
Tamarskaya N.

**Education gamification for generation z**

Some socio-psychological characteristics of the z generation (the desire for self-determination and the search for one’s own way, the ability to live in a state of uncertainty and change, team building) are analyzed from the point of view of determination of gamification of education. Some forms of gamification of education and their influence on the development of generation z are considered.

Keywords: generation z; gamification of education; socio-psychological characteristics of generation z

Tamarsraya N., Lurje I.

**Humanistic potential of pedagogical concepts in context development of ideas for future education**

Some trends in the development of education and the influence of various concepts on the humanization of the process of training and education are considered. The humanistic potential of the concept of pedagogy of individuality is analyzed, which is analyzed in the aspect of its basic provisions and reflected in the essence of didactic models for the implementation of the concept (situational, competence, subject-subject).

Keywords: future of education; modern trends in the development of education; humanization of education; the development of the individuality of the teacher; concept of development of the seven spheres of the psyche; models of development of individuality of the student; educational process

Filippchenkova S., Balakshina E., Shaulskaya Yu.

**Innovative methods of training at the higher school: formation of personal potential of students in educational practicians**

In article need of introduction in practice of the higher education of modern psychology and pedagogical models of interaction in the teacher student system in which application of innovative methods of training and the individual approach to the student including formation of his personal potential is harmoniously combined is staticized. Personal potential is identified as integrated (subject, cognitive, behavioural) ability. Psychological components of personal potential: reflexivity, responsibility, communicative both abilities and creativity. Results of a research of psychological components of personal potential at students of RGAU-MSHA of K.A. Timiryazev are presented. The number of respondents – 110 people, among them there are 34 girls and 76 young men aged from 17 till 21 year. Results of a research act as a resource of creation of harmonious interaction in the teacher student system, allow the teacher of the higher school to realize fully in professional activity innovative technologies of training.

Keywords: the higher education; teacher; student; reflexivity; interaction; responsibility; dialogue

Gegehkori O., Zgerskaya O.

**Formation of personnel reserve as a factor in improving the efficiency of the university**

The acute problem of personnel reserve formation is considered. It is noted that the special geopolitical position of the Kaliningrad region creates additional difficulties for recruiting university personnel. Based on the analysis of personnel potential, the stages of the inclusion of applicants in the personnel reserve, the mechanisms of work with the participants of the personnel reserve are presented. The experience of leading universities in Russia in this direction is analyzed. A draft program for the introduction of personnel reserve in the university.

Keywords: university personnel reserve; frame aging; personnel reserve program
Lisichkina G.
Competence-based approach to the organization of interschool training of teachers in the context of the modernization of education
The substantiation of the use of the competence approach to the organization of intraschool training of teachers is given. The possibilities and rules for applying the competency-based approach are considered, as well as the conditions under which these rules can be effectively implemented
Keywords: competence approach; professional development of teachers; teacher competencies

Tagiltseva N., Proskurov A.
On the problem of the research of the appearance and development of the genre of the parade-concert in music education in Russia
Military music art has come a long way since its inception. Military music in the army and Navy becomes the main source of ideological, Patriotic and cultural education of military and civilian personnel and the population. Military bands become participants of various performances, such as military rituals, cultural and sports events, concert performances. The most striking genre of concert activity of military orchestras is a parade-ground concert. This concert of military musicians play a variety of music while playing musical instruments and doing certain movements, evolutions, the choreography and staging. This article reveals the origin and development of the parade ground in Russia
Keywords: military-musical art; parade concert; concert; military music; military musicians; military band; civil staff; music

Turkmen A., Mustafayev M., Dzhabbarov R., Aliyev B.
Studying loneliness, friendship, self-esteem of turkish young students using Facebook in high schools of the Azerbaijan republic
Youths' online friendship is extremely popular in social networks such as Facebook, You Tube, Linkedin, Twitter and so on while facebook has been being widely used by people of all age groups and demographics. This study is intended to examine Turkish schools’ students Facebook useage in high schools of the Azerbaijan Republic (Baku) in association with their psychological well-beings. This study focuses on five research questions: to what extend media have any influence on (1) loneliness, (2) friendship, and so (3) self-esteem in Turkish Young students using Facebook? (4) To what extend these influences are positive or negative? (5) What kind of relationship these influences have each other and how some? This study is conducted using a sample consisting of 340 high school students, ranged from 15 to 18 years old. The data was obtained from participants with Demographic Information, University of California Los Angeles Loneliness Scale, Rosenberg’s Self-Esteem Scale, Facebook usage questionnaire. Participants were asked to report how they were feeling while they using Facebook. Affect items included: loneliness, friendship, self-esteem. Data were analyzed through structural equation modeling to answer the five research questions. Our results indicate that self-esteem and friendship were positive related to used Facebook but loneliness did not have any association with used Facebook. There was a significantly positive correlation within the High School population between Facebook use and self-esteem; the higher students’ self-esteem, the more intensely they use Facebook.
There was a positive correlation between the relationships of Facebook intensity and the strategic way students used Facebook and students’ emotional adjustment in school. Students that were emotionally well adjusted in school used Facebook more intensely, and were strategic in how they used it. As a result, high school students had higher self-esteem than college students as well as a higher attachment score than college students in their adjustment to school. The results of this study provide both a theoretical understanding of psychological consequence of social networking use and inform better decision making and
implementation of educational practice and educational policy on Turkish high schools' students' social networking use
Keywords: Facebook, Self-Esteem, Friendship, Loneliness, High School students

Aliyeva Sevinj Sardar kyzy
The problem of interdisciplinary dialogue in education as a component part of teaching pedagogy
The best practices of pedagogical science confirm that teachers prepare to their lessons based on the requirements of the modern pedagogy when crossing the border of the studied discipline. In general, interdisciplinary integration and synthesis are connected with the innovative pedagogy, which recognizes the importance of active participation in the research process, taking into account the socio-cultural norms and values of learning at all stages. Teachers use innovative approaches that help scientists, teachers and students to collaborate through dialogue, identify and solve problems, and develop critical thinking.

Although the concept of dialogue has already become a popular one, its precise definition has not yet been found. Nevertheless, a new trend has already emerged and, based on it, almost all students have been more effectively engaged and acquired strategic changes through dialogue
Keywords: education; intersubject analysis; teaching pedagogy; training programs; the concept of dialogue

Andreukhina I., Karama L.
State civil and municipal employees, personnel, performance index of state civil and municipal employees, social guarantees
This article discusses the issues of improving the efficiency of public civil and municipal employees of the Kaliningrad region, including the authors draw attention to the need to provide quality training and retraining of personnel of the state and municipal service of the Kaliningrad region, improvement of social guarantees of state and municipal employees, including in terms of pensions, formation of the rating of state and municipal employees on the basis of calculation of the index of efficiency of their activity
Keywords: public civil and municipal employees; staffing; the index of the effectiveness of civil servants and municipal employees; social guarantee

Arifulina R., Popova L., Smirnova M., Letavina V.
The history of the development of psychological and pedagogical classes in Russia
The article is devoted to the analysis of the evolutionary development of the organizational form, content, conditions and principles of the professional orientation of schoolchildren to pedagogical activity in the system of specialized educational classes. The article contains a historical excursion in search of opportunities for the Russian youth for professional self-determination from the beginning of the 20th century to the 2000s. In the period 1990-2000x. He was described as a stage of reinforcement of practical work with high school students due to the dynamization of public life, which was ahead of the concept of “profile education” and the development of government decrees, programs and initiatives for the coming years
Keywords: teacher's career; specialized education; professional self-determination; psychological and pedagogical class
Dzhanhuvatova Z.
The use of techniques and technologies for the development of critical thinking of students in the teaching of humanities
The article analyzes the system of development of students' critical thinking in the field of Humanities with the help of various educational strategies, as well as the main levels of formation of students' critical thinking
Keywords: critical thinking; educational process; human Sciences; technology development of critical thinking

Dzhanhuvatova Z., Arstanova G.
Improving the effectiveness of training in the framework of the problem of "clip thinking" and cognitive and creative activity of students
The article considers the influence of modern information technologies on the formation of clip thinking and substantiates the relevance of the use of technology of design thinking in the educational process
Keywords: educational process; clip thinking; competence approach; cognitive and creative activity; technology “design thinking”

Karama L., Andreukhina I.
Public service, civil service, state civil servants, the staff, the index of efficiency of activity of state civil and municipal employees
This article discusses the issues of improving the efficiency of public servants of the Kaliningrad region, including the authors propose a method of calculating the index of efficiency of public civil servants of the Kaliningrad region and the formation on the basis of its rating of state and municipal employees
Keywords: public service; state civil service; government civil servants; staffing; performance index of state civil and municipal employees

Rembolovich Zh., Yurasyuk N.
Deformation of the legal culture of civil servants as educational problem
The article considers the reasons for the deformation of the legal culture of civil servants and the possible consequences of legal nihilism, legal infantilism, legal indifference.
The relevance of the topic is explained by the fact that the state of legal culture, both of the whole society and of the individual, unfortunately does not correspond to modern requirements, which to a considerable extent hinders the development of the modern Russian state, its economic, political and inter
Keywords: deformations of legal culture; civil servants educational activities; national legal activities

Yudina O., Yudin N.
The types of parents' attitudes on adolescent development in learning activity
This article presents the typology of attitudes to adolescence. Four types of attitudes are discovered: "Obeying", "Activeness", "Autonomy", and "Prestige". Parents are commonly guided by attitudes, that don't support the development of adolescent's subjectivity
Keywords: parents' attitudes, learning activity, adolescence, subjectivity
**Ermakovitch S.**

*Study of gender manifestation manners in the students’ audience: the aspect of common cultural competences formation*

The article is devoted to the means of gender manifestation in the identical goods advertisements aimed at female and male consumers. There are considered both verbal and non-verbal means of exhibiting implicit messages that reflect gender relations and reinforce gender stereotypes, as well as the existence of complementary relations between the various elements of advertisement.

Keywords: gender; advertising; socialization; concept; communication strategy; stereotype

---

**Kalinina Yu., Sveshnikova O.**

*The concept of creating lexico-grammatical practicum in russion language as foreign for students of engineering and natural scientific specialties*

The article analyzes the existing teaching aids in Russian as a foreign language for non-philological specialties students. The concept of development of the educational-methodical manual "Lexico-grammatical practical work for foreign students of engineering and natural-science specialties" is described; the principles of the selection of educational material for the teaching and methodological manual within the framework of the discipline "Russian language (variational part)", which aims at repeating the previously learned grammatical topics, mastering new grammatical structures, developing and updating the skills of professional communication on topical topics using these constructions. The article concludes with examples of exercises.

Keywords: Russian as a foreign language; TORFL B2; foreign students of non-philological specialties; lexicon-grammatical practice

---

**Koroleva E., Alieva M.**

*Communicative universal educational actions development in using cooperative learning strategies at the English language lessons*

The article reveals the development of communicative universal educational actions of primary school children at English lessons. Experimental research of efficiency of using cooperative learning strategies is provided.

Keywords: cooperative learning; group work; communicative universal educational actions; English lesson

---

**Koroleva E., Kruchinina G.**

*The method of formation of regulatory universal learning actions as a means of developing foreign language skills and abilities*

The application of the method of forming regulatory universal learning actions as a means of developing foreign language skills and abilities in English lessons is considered. The data of experimental work are given, confirming the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Keywords: regulatory universal learning activities; gaming technology; speech skills; English lesson

---

**Kruchinina G., Karaseva A.**

*Features of teaching English to children professionally involved in sports*

This article discusses the features of the development of primary school children who are professionally involved in sports. The influence of sports on personal development and attitudes towards learning is revealed.

Keywords: children who are professionally involved in sports; development of the psyche; English language training; primary school
Mineeva O., Maksimova K., Bakulina N., Slyuzneva K.
Choosing teaching as a career: research on pre-service teachers’ motivation
The success of educational change directly depends on the teachers’ competencies. Thus, the importance of employing highly qualified teachers in teaching is of great importance for the education system. Career choice is considered as a significant moment in the life of each person and is directly related to such factors as the attractiveness of the profession. Cognitive theories of motivation distinguish several main types of motives. A lot of research shows that if some students choose the teaching profession with altruistic-intrinsic or extrinsic reasons, other students choose it under the influence of others such as their parents, teacher or peers. This study aims to determine for what reasons student teachers choose teaching profession as a career
Keywords: higher education; teacher; career choice; the teaching profession; pre-service student; motivation; motive; extrinsic motive; intrinsic motive; altruistic motive

Oладышкина А., Кручинина Г.
Methodological aspects of teaching German as a foreign language: the role of national variants
Russian and foreign national varieties description is analyzed. The modern idea of German is that it is a pluricentric language, which includes several national varieties. Although this idea is well-known and widespread in modern linguistics, only several course books show national varieties. It’s discussed if the ideas of pluricentrism and different varieties should be accounted while designing German as a Foreign Language lessons
Keywords: national variety; pluricentric language; German as a Foreign language

Румянцева А.
The analysis of students’ and pupils’ decision making on the Internet with the help of "Thinking aloud" technique
The process of students’ and pupils’ decision making about internet activity was studied in this issue. Internet access was available through personal smartphone, and "Thinking aloud" technique was used in this study
Keywords: internet; students; decision making; internet activity types

Челнокова Е., Фролова Н., Терехина А.
Professional competence of the teacher trainer in physical culture and sports at high school
The purpose of the scientific article is to consider the issues of professional and pedagogical competencies of a teacher-coach in physical culture and sport. The concepts of professionalism, professional competence are considered. Based on the specifics of the activity of a teacher-coach in physical culture and sport in high school, the authors point to the pedagogical abilities of the teacher-coach in physical culture and sport. The stages of the organization of the training process in higher education are highlighted. The principles of psychological and pedagogical influence, which the teacher-trainer in physical culture and sport should be guided in their activities, are considered. The components accompanying the professional activity are given. The authors highlight the core competencies of the teacher-trainer in physical culture and sport. The attention of the authors of the article focuses on the abilities of the teacher-coach in physical culture and sports, of which communicative qualities are important
Keywords: teacher-trainer in physical culture and sport; professionalism; professional competence; professional and pedagogical competence; pedagogical abilities; stages of organization of the training process; principles of psychological and pedagogical influence; abilities; communicative qualities
Yurasyuk N., Rembolovich Zh.
**Some aspects of the use of information and communication technologies in the educational process of a technical college**
Examines the educational process in higher education using information and communication technologies; analysis of information and communication technologies applied in educational institutions of higher education of Russia
Keywords: educational process; higher education; use of information and communication technologies; informative capacity; learning technology

Serykh A., Kapalygina I.
**Mental welfare as a factor to achieve each training educational results**
Biologically and socially, the school age is most vulnerable to various adverse effects, including those associated with the child’s life at school. The increasing load on the nervous system, the increased requirements of school programs for the student’s mental activity, the need to meet the growing expectations of teachers and parents, the experience of conflicts with peers in combination with the prevailing reproductive learning style are factors that determine a high level of anxiety among schoolchildren. This article is dedicated to identifying the conditions for each student to achieve guaranteed educational results while maintaining the mental well-being of schoolchildren
Keywords: student; anxiety; intelligence; educational result; teaching; support

Sidorov D., Bolshev A., Schukin V.
**Analysis of the influence of the functional state of the organism of students on the indices of the tests of complex GTO**
In the article the results of investigating the estimation of the functional state of the organism of students are examined. On the basis of experimental analyses are determined the levels of the interrelations between the physical development, the level of the functional, mental condition of students and the presented requirements of the tests of complex GTO
The keywords: the functional state of organism; physical development; testing complex GTO; students

Arifulina R., Katushenko O.
**Formation and development of olympiad pedagogical movement in Russia**
The article is devoted to the analysis of the formation and development of the Olympiad pedagogical movement in Russia. The specific traits of the Olympiads on different subjects are considered. Its characteristic features at different stages of the development of Russian society are determined. The objectives and principles of the olympiad pedagogical movement in Russia are characterized
Keywords: Olympiad; pedagogical Olympiad; olympiad pedagogical movement

Boyarkina А., Litasov P., Soroka B.
**Changes in the functionality of the vascular bed in different types of load in students of correspondence courses**
The cardiovascular system responds most informatively to the most insignificant effects of negative factors. In the future, with changes in working conditions and tension of the neuro-emotional background, these conditions can cause early development of vascular disorders that reduce the quality of life
Keywords: cardiovascular system; functional potential; reaction quality; dosed physical activity
Zaytseva V., Zaytseva A.  
**Use of mobile applications on studies on physical culture**

Being guided by need of formation at students of need for regular physical exercises, the way of increase in physical activity of students, by means of application of devices like "Pedometer" is offered. Pilot studies were conducted on occupations by physical culture with the students carried to the third medical group of health

Keywords: mobile applications; students of special medical group; physical culture; active lifestyle

Koreneva M.  
**Russian experience of social, medical and pedagogical support of young people with disabilities with mental disorders: theoretical discourse**

The aim of the article is to familiarize the specialists of social, pedagogical and psychological profiles with aspects of working with persons with mental disabilities and their families. In the article the following issues are considered in detail: mental disability; points of view of scientists on medical, post-traditional and newest models of disability; the main problems faced by persons their families; the experience of rendering socio-medical and psychological-pedagogical assistance to persons with mental disabilities is presented on the example of the activity of the Nizhny Novgorod regional public organization for supporting children and youth "Veras"

Keywords: disabled; mental disability; interagency approach; mental disorders; limited health opportunities; mental disorders; social protection; social politics; social help; social and medical support; social partnership personal value

Koreneva M.  
**Socio-medical and pedagogical support of young people with disabilities with mental disorders in Russian science and practice**

The aim of the article is to familiarize the specialists of social, pedagogical and psychological profiles with practical aspects of working with persons with mental disabilities and their families

Keywords: disabled person; limited health; mental disorders; social protection; social policy; social and medical support; social partnership; Russian experience

Proshutinsky Yu., Dementieva N.  
**The psychological aspect of information and reflection of a terrorist war in the media as an instrument for the professionalization of personality**

In the present, any country in the world, could become the target of terrorist attacks. The MEDIA cannot ignore these socially significant phenomenon, but the MEDIA response to the terrorist attacks may be different, depending on the patriotic position. In one case, the media can reduce social tensions, a friend of her's, and thereby strengthen public dissatisfaction with the country's highest levels of Government. This article presents a psychological analysis of the author's conclusions multi-year consecration in various Russian MEDIA COVERAGE of terrorist attacks

Keywords: security; terrorism; information; media; professionalization of journalists strategy; suggestion

Chelnokova E., Razorenov V., Pshenichnyy A., Trakhanov A.  
**Active learning methods as a factor in the formation of a motivational and axiological attitude to physical education and sports activities of higher school students**

The purpose of the work is to consider the issue of using active learning methods in order to form motivational and value attitudes towards physical education and sports of high school students. The authors point out the contradiction between the deteriorating state of health of
the younger generation, in particular, students and the lack of motivational and axiological attitudes towards physical education and sports. It is indicated that the success of physical education of students is based on the effectiveness of the organization of classes from the very beginning of training. To this end, the authors suggest that classes devoted to theoretical training should be organized using active teaching methods. The authors conclude that active learning methods, when used in the educational process, contribute to the formation of motivational and axiological attitudes towards physical education and sports.

Keywords: healthy lifestyle; physical culture; innovative technologies of physical education; motivational and value attitude; active learning; active learning methods; technology of active methods

Zubareva N.
Activization of educational process training in mathematics with application the case method
Experiment of creation of system of cases is shown on the example of studying of a subject of a high school course of mathematics on the basis of continuity of school and high school mathematical education. Use of interactive educational technology forms necessary competences of a context of their professional activity at future experts.

Keywords: case method; continuity of school and high school mathematical education

Korneva I.
The beginning of learning physics in Albertine: the historical aspect of the formation of a physical education system at Koenigsberg University at the beginning of the XIX century
The article discusses the initial stages of the formation of the physical education system at the University of Koenigsberg at the beginning of the 19th century. The contribution of the physicist Franz Neumann to the world science, as well as to the formation of physical education in Albertina, is noted.

Keywords: Albertina; physical education; Franz Neumann

Korneva I.
Application of the theory of graphs in up-to-date logistic
Different practical applications of Theory of graphs in case of solving transport optimization problems were reviewed in this article. These tasks are applicable in student’s education from the speciality of "Management of water transporting and hydrographic maintains of shipping".

Keywords: weighted graph; network; weight function; Euler and Hamiltonian cycles; local optimal solution; optimization problems

Mukhina S., Skorobogatyh E.
On the development of a summary methodology Mathematical Olympiad in a Technical University
The article discusses issues related to the development of methods for summarizing the mathematical Olympiad in a technical University; describes the criteria for evaluating the decisions of Olympiad problems; proposed an algorithm for determining the results of the Olympiad.

Keywords: mathematical Olympiad; Olympiad problem; estimation technique
Tokmazov G.
Formation of generalized research skills in the process of studying mathematics
The technology of forming generalized research skills in the process of studying mathematics with general engineering training as a result of continuing education based on integral cognitive actions is presented
Keywords: formation; generalization; design; facilities; technology; research skills; integral actions; maths

Mojseenko S.
Methodological basis for the use of gaming imitation experiments in the formation of research readiness marine specialists
The questions of the methodology for the formation of research preparedness of marine specialists are considered. Two groups of research experiments are considered: decisive and exploratory. A classification of simulation models for conducting game simulation experiments with the aim of developing specialists' research readiness is proposed. A method for constructing a simulation model has been developed. An example of a structural scheme and a description of a simulation model of a transport and production logistics system are given. A diagram of the organization and planning of gaming simulation experiments aimed at shaping the research readiness of marine engineers is presented
Keywords: game simulation experiments; imitation games; transport-production systems; optimization; risk factors

Silina S., Novocеlov K.
Professional motivation of marine university students
This article discusses the theoretical aspects of both motivations in general and professional. The results of an empirical study of the professional motivation of students in BFFSA are presented
Keywords: motivation; students; higher education; research, questioning

Danilenkova V.
Features of the formation of environmental competence safety of students of the marine university
The quality of training a marine specialist depends on his level of competence in environmental safety, aimed at reducing accidents, risks, hazards, environmental pollution
Keywords: environmental safety; competence; environmental risk

Derendyaeva T.
Formation of readiness for professional self-improvement in the training of marine specialists
The article deals with the modern requirements for the profession of marine engineer, including not only knowledge, skills, but also professionally important qualities associated with the individual characteristics of the individual, formed in the process of professional self-improvement
Keywords: professionally important qualities of marine engineers; professional self-improvement; the individual characteristics of the individual; social and pedagogical problems; technical problems

Bazhenov V.
Possibility of using case-technologies for learning the basics information security
The possibility of using case technologies to study the basics of information security to improve the quality of education is being considered
Keywords: case technology; Information Security; protective measures; information
Fadeeva V., Kodoeva A.
Model of educational and professional adaptation of students to study at the university of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation
The article developed a model of educational and professional adaptation of students to study at the university of the Ministry of Interior of the Russian Federation. The components that affect the process of educational and professional adaptation of students to the conditions of study at the university are highlighted: factors affecting the readiness to study at a higher educational institution; qualities that contribute to more successful self-study and professional adaptation; the conditions under which the adaptation process will be most effective; the means promoting formation of qualities necessary for adaptation; goals and objectives of teachers and students in the adaptation period

Keyword: model; adaptation; student; university; future law enforcement specialist; competence

Davydov D., Dorofeev V.
Conflictological culture of cadets of military universities of the national guard troops. Historical stages of development
The article deals with the features of education of conflictological culture of cadets of military universities of the national guard of the Russian Federation. Historical aspects of the origin and development of conflictological culture

Keyword: military University cadet; conflict; conflictological culture; stages of development of conflictological culture

Dorofeev V., Hodak V.
Essence, content and mechanisms of the optimization of the optimization of professional training future canine officers at the university of National guard troops of Russian Federation
The article gives the analysis of the professional training of future officers of Cynology in the Interior Forces for Home Affairs Department of Russia.

The most effective decision for the optimization is the necessity to base its main points and content according to the requirements of new Federal state educational standards of High Professional Education; to introduce the Program of the Dog Breeders’ Department military students in the educational process that helps organize it as purposeful and consistent; to reveal the pedagogical conditions of the professional training optimization of future officers of Cynology

Keyword: professional training of future officers of Cynology; working dog trainers’ service; optimization of the professional training; cynology activity; specialist of Cynology; educational activity

Gabbasov N.
The authority of the commander-the key to successful service and combat activities
The article deals with the problem of interaction of the commander with subordinates. The necessity of building official relations on the principles of humanity and mutual respect as the basis of the true authority of the commander is substantiated. The characteristic of the authoritative commander is formulated, and also the review of forms of false authority is given

Keyword: commander; officer; inferior; authority; pseudohistorical; humane treatment; regard; interaction of commanders with subordinates